Europe Comics Countdown Begins In New York And Frankfurt

EUROPE (September 30th 2015) – Europe Comics, the upcoming all digital, all European comics initiative created by a coalition of 13 European comics industry players, has announced today the official launch of europecomics.com on November 10th, 2015.

The launch will be preceded by a countdown campaign called “33 Days to Europe Comics”. It will start with the activation of Europe Comics social media accounts on October 8th – the opening day of the New York Comic Con. Europe Comics will be present at both the NYCC and the Frankfurt Book Fair with booths and pre-launch events.

“33 Days to Europe Comics” will also see the release of an exclusive pre-launch selection of nine Europe Comics titles, available in major online retailers and through izneo.com as of October 8th. The selection will include works by some of Europe’s most renowned authors, such as hit series Djinn by Dufaux and Miralles, Marini’s The Eagles of Rome and Ghost Money by Smolderen and Bertail. Also, Larcenet’s graphic thriller Blast and Pedrosa’s slice of life Portugal. Children’s titles are soon to follow.

For both NYCC and FBF Europe Comics will be preparing promotional gifts, author signings, panels as well as e-book giveaways.

Europe Comics’ presence on both events is a clear sign of its objective to reach both fans and comics professionals worldwide.
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